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Unlike Willy and Happy, Biff feels compelled to seek the truth about himself. Although his father and brother are unable to accept the wretched reality of their lives, Biff acknowledges his failure and eventually manages to confront him. Even the difference between his and their name reflects that polarity: while Willy and Happy are deliberately and happily fooling themselves, Biff longs for self-deception. Biff's
discovery that Willy is having an affair takes away his faith in Willy and Willy's ambitions for him. Conse point to Biff as a failure, while Biff sees himself as trapped in Willy's grandiose fantasies. After his epiphany in Bill Oliver's office, Biff determined to break through the lies surrounding the Loman family in order to realistically come to terms with his own life. Intent on uncovering the simple and humble truth
behind Willy's fantasy, Biff yearns for territory (a symbolically free West) obscured by his father's blind faith in a distorted, materialistic version of the American dream. Biff's identity crisis is a function of his and his father's disappointment, which, in order to regain his identity, must be exposed. An insecure, self-deceptive traveling salesman. Willy wholeheartedly believes in the American dream of easy
success and wealth, but never achieves it. Nor do his sons fulfill his hope that he will succeed where he has failed. When Willy's illusions begin to deteriorate under the burning reality of his life, his mental health begins to unravel. The enormous tensions caused by this difference, as well as those caused by the social imperatives that drive Willy, form an essential conflict of death for the salesman. Read willy
loman's detailed analysis. Willy's 34-year-old son. Biff led a charming life in high school as a football star with scholarship prospects, good male friends and fawning female fans. However, he fell in math and did not have enough points to graduate. Since then, his kleptomania has fired him from every job he's held. Biff represents Willy's vulnerable, poetic, tragic side. He can't ignore his instincts, telling him to
abandon Willy's paralyzing dreams and move west to work with his hands. In the end, he fails to reconcile his life with Willy's expectations of him. Read biff loman's detailed analysis. Willy's loyal, loving wife. Linda suffers through Willy's grandiose dreams and self-deception. At times, it seems to have befell Willy's self-demented hopes for future fame and success, but at other times, she seems far more
realistic and less fragile than her husband. She nurtured the family through all of Willy's misguided attempts at success, and her emotional strength and perseverance supported Willy until his downs. Read Linda Loman's detailed analysis. Willy's 32-year-old son. Happy has lived in Biff's shadow all his life, but this compensates by nurturing his relentless sex drive and Ambition. Happy represents Willy's
sense of self-importance, ambition and blind service to social expectations. Although he works as an assistant customer at the department store, Happy presents himself as extremely important. In addition, he practices poor work ethic and sleeps with the girls of his superiors. Read happy loman's detailed analysis. Willy's first neighbor. Charley owns a successful business, and his son, Bernard, is a
wealthy, important lawyer. Willy's jealous of Charlie's success. Charley gives Willy money to pay the bills, and Willy at one point, choking back tears, discovers that Charley is his only friend. Read a detailed analysis of Charley. Bernard is Charley's son and an important, successful lawyer. Although Willy mocked Bernard for studying hard, Bernard always loved Willy's sons very much and considered Biff a
hero. Bernard's success to Willy is hard to accept because his sons' lives don't measure up. Willy's rich older brother. Ben died recently and only appears in Willy's Daydreams. Willy considers Ben a symbol of the success he desperately craves for himself and his sons. Willy's mistress when Happy and Biff were in high school. A woman's attention and admiration reinforce Willy's fragile ego. When Biff
catches Willy in a hotel room with A Woman, he loses faith in his father, and his dream of passing math and going to college dies. Willy's boss. Howard inherited the company from his father, whom Willy considered a master man and a prince. Though much younger than Willy, Howard treats Willy with condescending ness and eventually fires him, despite Willy's wounded claims that he named Howard after
his birth. Waiter at Frank's Chop House. Stanley and Happy seem to be friends, or at least acquaintances, and they fool around and pin Ms. Forsythe together before Biff and Willy arrive at the restaurant. Two young women that Happy and Biff meet at Frank's Chop House. It seems likely that Miss Forsythe and Letta are prostitutes, judging by Happy's repeated comments about their moral character and the
fact that they're on call. Charley's secretary. The death of the salesman describes a man, Biff Loman, who has lost his identity and has no ability to accept changes in himself and society. His thinking and behavior was the result of his father's mental illness and instability. Biff was Willy's eldest son and Willy was crazy about him. Biff was a star football player in his high school. However, he never paid
attention to his school assignments and failed in math. And Willy was responsible for all this because he never encouraged Biff to be good at school. Disinclined to his father When he was a teenager he discovered that his father, Willy Loman, had an extramarital affair, the incident had a bad impact on Biff's mind. He was the only member of the family who knew about Willy's affair and began to dislike his
father. He realized that He was unfaithful to his mother, and it changed his whole perception of Willy, whom he adored and thought all his stories were true, even followed his father's philosophy that anything is possible as long as the person loves her well. And then Biff started to get worse in his life. Biff never asked Willy questions, though he could see Willy going against the rules. Unsurprisingly, Biff's
penchant for stealing things has continued throughout his adult life since Willy, during his childhood and as a teenager, was known to encourage Biff's thefts. When Biff was at school, he stole a football and instead of scolding Biff for an act of stealing football, his initiative was praised by Willy. Willy – the fake Biff finally realizes that Willy created his fake image in front of his family, his company, but also for
himself. He thinks Willy is a fake and stops trusting him, or follows Willy's great fantasies of success. Instead, Biff hates his father and all his ideas or philosophies. Willy thought Biff was a underduff, while Biff thinks he's trapped in Willy's ambitious fantasies. After the incident at Bill Oliver's office, Biff decided to break the web of lies that surrounded the Loman family and wanted to live in realism. Accepting
the truth Unlike his father, he accepts the truth of life and understands his failure. After Willy committed suicide, Biff said he didn't know who he was. There was a disagreement between Biff and Willy for more than 15 years, and during that time he was unable to keep any work. He made his father believe he was good for nothing, I'm a ten, Dad, like you. Biff's character is believed to have been inspired by
his own life. Arthur Miller's conflicted relationship with uncle Manny Newman, who was also a salesman, is seen as the basis of a dramatic confrontation in the death of a salesman. Newman also refused to accept his failure. It's been half a century since it was written; The death of the retailer remains a powerful drama. Free educational tools and dictionaries of English summary. This article is about the
play. For other purposes, see Death of the Seller (parsing). 1949 plays Arthur Miller Death of a SalesmanFirst edition cover (Viking Press)Written by Arthur MillerCharactersWilly LomanLinda LomanBiff LomanHappyBen LomanBernardCharley WomanHowardDate premiering February 10, 1949Place premieremorosco TheatreNew York CityOriginal languageEnglishSubject Soul days of unsuccessful
salesmanGenreTragedySettingLate 1940s; Willy Loman's house; New York and the River Barnaby; The Boston Death of a Salesman is a 1949 stage play written by american playwright Arthur Miller. She won a Pulitzer Prize for drama in 1949. The play premiered on Broadway in February 1949. Some critics consider it one of the greatest plays of the 20th century. [2] The characters william willy loman:
The Salesman. He's 63 years old and he's unstable, insecure and infatuated. Willy tends to reimagine events from the past as if they were real. He is vaccinated between different periods of his life. Willy seems childish and relies on others for support, along with his repetitive flashbacks at various moments throughout his career. His name, Willy, reflects this childish aspect, as well as sounds like the
question Will? His last name gives the feeling that Willy is a short man, someone who will fail; However, Miller rejected this popular interpretation of his surname. Linda Loman: Willy's devoted and loving wife. Linda is passively supportive and obedient when Willy speaks unrealisticly about hopes for the future, although she seems to know full well what's really going on. She chides her sons, especially Biff,
for not helping Willy anymore, and supports Willy with love even though Willy sometimes treats her badly, ignoring her opinions over those of others. She's the first to realize that Willy is contemplating suicide at the beginning of the show, and invites Biff to make something of herself, expecting Willy to help Biff do it. Biff Loman: Willy's older son. Biff was a high school football star, but he failed to calculate
his senior year and dropped out of summer school when he saw Willy with another woman while visiting him in Boston. He fluctuates between going home to try to fulfill Willy's dream for him as a businessman or ignoring his father by going west to be a farmer where he feels happy. He likes to be out in the open and work with his hands, and he still wants to do something worthwhile, so Willy will be proud of
him. Biff steals because he wants proof of success, even if it's false evidence, but all in all, Biff remains a realist and informs Willy that he's just a normal guy and he's not going to be a great man. Harold Happy Loman: Willy's younger son. He lived most of his life in the shadow of older brother Biff and seems to be almost ignored, but he is still trying to support his family. He has a restless lifestyle as a
womaniser and dreams of moving out of his current job as a customer assistant at a local store, but he's willing to cheat a little to do so, taking bribes. He's always looking for approval from his parents, but he rarely gets any, and he even goes so far as to keep things just for attention, like telling his parents he's going to get married. He often tries to keep his family's perception of each other positive or
happy by defending each of them during their many feuds, but still has the most turbulent relationship with Linda, who sees him as a relative to his lifestyle and apparent cheapness, despite giving them money. Willy's somewhat wise but kind and reasonable neighbor. He pityes Willy and often lends him money and comes to play cards with him, although Willy often treats him badly. Willy envies him
because his son is more successful than Willy's. Charley offers Willy a job many times during a visit to his office, but Willy refuses every time, even after he loses his job as a salesman. Charley's son. In Willy's flashbacks, he's a nerd, and Willy forces him to answer the test. He loves Biff and does everything for him. Later, he is a very successful lawyer, married and expecting another son - the same
successes Willy wants for his sons, especially Biff. Bernard makes Willy think about where he went wrong as a father. Willy's older brother who became a diamond tycoon after turning in Africa. He's dead, but Willy often talks to him in his hallucinations from the past. He's Willy's role model, even though he's much older and doesn't have a real relationship with Willy, preferring to affirm his superiority over
his younger brother. He presents Willy's idea of a successful story of the American dream, and is shown coming by Lomans' house while on business trips to share stories. Woman: The woman Willy calls Miss Francis, with whom Willy cheated on Linda. Howard Wagner: Willy's boss. Willy originally worked for Howard's father Frank and claims to have suggested the name Howard as his newborn son.
However, he sees Willy as a liability for the company and fires him, ignoring all the years Willy gave the company. Howard is extremely proud of his wealth, which is reflected in his new wire recorder, and his family. Charley's secretary. A waiter at a restaurant who seems to be a friend or familiar with Happy. Miss Forsythe: The girl Happy picks up at the restaurant. She's very pretty and claims to have been
on several magazine covers. Happy lies to her, making him and Biff look like they're important and successful. (Happy claims that he attended West Point and that Biff is a star football player.) A friend of Miss Forsythe's. Plot As a flute melody plays, Willy Loman returns to his home in Brooklyn one night, exhausted from a failed sales trip. His wife, Linda, is trying to get him to ask his boss, Howard Wagner,
to let him work in New York so he can't travel. Willy says he'll talk to Howard the next day. Willy complains that Biff, his older son who has returned home to visit, has not yet made any of himself. Linda scolds Willy for being so critical, and Willy goes to the kitchen for brunch. As Willy talks to himself in the kitchen, Biff and his younger brother Happy, who is also visiting, recall their adolescence and discuss
their father's chatter, which often includes criticism at the expense of Biff's failure to live up to Willy's expectations. While Biff and Happy, unhappy with their lives, fantasize about buying a ranch in the west, Willy becomes immersed in daydreaming. Praise your sons, the younger one, who wash his car. Young Biff, a high school football star and young Happy appear. They are affectionately communicating
with their father, who has just returned from a business trip. Willy confides in Biff and Happy that one day he'll start his own business, bigger than the one owned by his neighbor Charley. Charley's son, Bernard, enters in search of Biff, who must learn math to avoid failure. Willy points out to his sons that while Bernard is smart, he's not very nice, which will hurt him in the long run. The younger Linda comes
in, and the boys go to do some chores. Willy brags about a phenomenally successful sales trip, but Linda pushes him to discover that his journey was really only scantly successful. Willy complains that soon they won't be able to pay for everything on their appliances and cars. He complains that people don't like him and he's not good at his job. As Linda comforts him, he hears his mistress's laughter. He
approaches the woman, who is still smiling, and engages in another reminder of daydreaming. Willy and The Woman are flirting, and he's thanking him for giving her socks. The woman disappears, and Willy fades back to her previous daydream, in the kitchen. Linda, now fix the socks, convinces him. He scolds her about how to fix herself and orders her to throw away her socks. Bernard came in, looking
for Biff again. Linda reminds Willy that Biff has to return the football he stole, and adds that Biff is too the girls next door. Willy hears a woman laughing and exploding at Bernard and Linda. They're both leaving, and even though the daydreaming ends, Willy continues to mutter to himself. The older Happy comes down and tries to silence Willy. Upset, Willy shouts his regret that he didn't go to Alaska with his
brother Ben, who eventually found a diamond mine in Africa and made a fortune. Charley, after hearing the commotion, enters. Happy goes to bed, and Willy and Charley start playing cards. Charley offers Willy a job, but Willy, offended, rejects him. As they claim, Willy imagines Ben coming in. Willy happens to be calling Charley Ben. Ben looks at Willy's house and tells him he has to catch a train soon to
look at real estate in Alaska. While Willy talks to Ben about the prospect of going to Alaska, Charley, seeing no one there, confuses and interrogates Willy. Willy yells at Charley, who's leaving. The younger Linda comes in and Ben meets her. Willy asks Ben impatiently about his life. Ben recounts his travels and talks about their father. As Ben moves away, Willy dreams away, and Charley and Bernard rush
to tell him that Biff and Happy are stealing wood. Even though Ben ends up leaving, Willy keeps talking to him. In the present, older Linda comes in to find Willy outside. Biff and Happy came down and talked about Willy's condition with his mother. Linda scolds Biff for harshly condemning Willy. Biff told her he knew Willy was a fake, but. refuses to go into details. Linda mentions that Willy tried to commit
suicide. Happy gets angry and rebukes Biff for failing in the business world. Willy comes in and yells at Biff. Happy intervenes and eventually suggests that he and Biff go into the sports goods business together. Willy immediately brightens up and gives Biff a wealth of advice on seeking credit from one of Biff's old employers, Bill Oliver. After more arguments and reconciliations, everyone finally goes to bed.
Act II opens up about Willy enjoying the breakfast Linda made for him. Willy thinks about a bright future before he's angry again about his expensive appliances. Linda informs Willy that Biff and Happy are taking him to dinner that night. Excited, Willy announces that he's going to get Howard Wagner to give him a job in New York. The phone rings, and Linda talks to Biff, reminding him to be nice to his
father at the restaurant that night. As the lights fade on Linda, they come at Howard playing with the wire dictator in his office. Willy tries to open up the subject of work in New York, but Howard interrupts him and makes him listen to his children and his wife on the wire. When Willy finally gets his word, Howard rejects his request. Willy has long recalled how legendary salesman Dave Singleman inspired him
to go on sale. Howard's going away and Willy's mad. Howard's coming in again soon and telling Willy to take some time off. Howard's leaving, and Ben's coming in, inviting Willy to join him in Alaska. The younger Linda comes in and reminds Willy of his sons and his job. Young Biff comes in, and Willy praises Biff's prospects and the fact that he likes it very much. Ben leaves, and Bernard walks in, eagerly
waiting for Biff's big football game. Willy talks optimistically to Biff about the game. Charley comes in and teases Willy for the game. As Willy hunts charley, the lights rise on the other side of the stage. Willy continues to shout from the stage, and Jenny, Charley's secretary, asks the adult Bernard to silence him. Willy comes in and prattles on about the very big thing that Biff is working on. Discouraged by
Bernard's success (he mentions Willy going to Washington to fight the case), Willy asks Bernard why Biff turned out to be such a failure. Bernard asks Willy what happened in Boston, which is why Biff decided not to go to summer school. Willy defensively tells Bernard not to blame him. Charley comes in and escorts Bernard. When Willy asks for more money than Charley usually lends him, Charley offers
Willy a job again. Willy refuses again and eventually tells Charley he's fired. Charley scolds Willy for always being sympathetic and angrily giving him money. Calling Charley his only friend, Willy comes out on the verge of tears. At Frank's Chop House, Happy helps Stanley, the waiter, prepare the table. Theygle and talk to the girl, Miss Forsythe, who enters the restaurant. Biff comes in, and Happy
introduces him to Miss Forsythe. To flirt with her. Ms. Forsythe, the caller, goes to phone another girl for calls (at Happy's request), and Biff pours out that he waited six hours for Bill Oliver, and Oliver didn't even recognize him. Upset about his father's relentless delusion that he, Biff, was a salesman for Oliver, Biff plans to rid Willy of his illusions. Willy walks in, and Biff tries gently, at first, to tell him what
happened in Oliver's office. Willy said he was fired. Stunned, Biff is trying to let Willy down again. Happy cuts with remarks suggesting Biff's success, and Willy eagerly awaits the good news. Biff finally exploded in Willy because he wasn't willing to listen. Young Bernard runs screaming after Linda, and Biff, Happy and Willy start arguing. As Biff explains what happened, their conversation drags on to
another plan. Young Bernard tells Linda that Biff failed the math. The restaurant talk returns to focus and Willy criticizes Biff for bad math. Willy then hears the voice of a hotel operator in Boston and yells that he's not in his room. Biff scrambles to keep Willy away and claims Oliver is talking to his partner about giving money to Biff. Willy's re-interest and probing issues irk Biff more, and he screams at Willy.
Willy hears the woman laughing and yelling at Biff, punching him and staggering. Miss Forsythe enters with another girl, Lett. Biff helps Willy in the bathroom and, finding Happy flirting with the girls, she argues with him about Willy. Biff rushed out, and Happy followed with the girls. Willy and The Woman come in, dress and flirt. The door knocks and Willy chases the woman into the bathroom. Willy opens
the door; Young Biff comes in and tells Willy he failed in math. Willy tries to get him out of the room, but Biff imitates his math teacher's lisp, which provokes laughter from Willy and Woman. Willy tries to cover up his indiscretion, but Biff refuses to believe his stories and rushes out, dismissing Willy as a fake little fake. Stanley's helping Willy at the restaurant. Willy asks him where he can find the seed shop.
Stanley gives him instructions for one, and Willy's in a hurry. The light appears on Loman's kitchen, where Happy goes in search of Willy. He moved into the living room and saw Linda. Biff walks in and Linda scolds the boys and slaps flowers in Happy's hand. He's yelling at them for leaving Willy. Happy attempts to foster her, but Biff's going after Willy. He finds Willy planting seeds in the garden with a
flashlight. Willy is consulting with Ben on a $20,000 proposal. Biff approaches him to say goodbye and tries to get him inside. Willy moves into the house, followed by Biff, and again becomes angry about Biff's failure. Happy tries to calm Biff down, but Biff and Willy are furious with each other. Biff starts sobbing, which touchs Willy. Everyone goes to bed except Willy, who renews the conversation with willy.
I'm thrilled that Biff's going to be great with $20,000 in insurance money. Linda's calling Willy soon, but she's not getting an answer. Biff and Happy are listening, too. They can hear Willy's car speed. In the requiem, Linda and Happy stand in shock after Willy's poorly attended funeral. Biff says Willy had the wrong dreams. Charley defends Willy as a victim of his profession. Ready to go, Biff invites Happy to
go back west with him. Happy declares that he's going to be in New York to confirm Willy's death. Linda's asking Willy for forgiveness because she can't cry. She started sobbing, repeating we're free... All the way out, and the flute melody can be heard as the curtain falls. The theme Reality and the Illusion The Death of a Salesman uses flashbacks to present Willy's memory during reality. The illusion not
only suggests the past, but also represents a lost pastoral life. Willy has dreamed of success and made lies about his and Biff's success all his life. The more he indulges in the illusion, the harder it is to face reality. Biff is the only one who realizes that the whole family has been living in lies and trying to face the truth. Willy Loman Willy Loman dreams of a successful salesman like Dave Singleman, someone
who has both wealth and freedom. Willy believes the key to success is well liked, and his frequent flashbacks show that he measures happiness in terms of wealth and popularity. [5] One analyst of the play writes: Society is trying to learn that if people are rich and very similar, they will be happy. That's why Willy thought the money would make him happy. He never tried to try to be happy with what he had
... [6] Willy also believes that a suitable personality must be had to achieve success. According to another analyst, He believes the sale is based on 'sterling character traits' and 'comfortable personality'. But Willy doesn't have the necessary character traits; People just don't like it as much as they think it takes to succeed. [7] Uncle Ben Ben symbolizes another kind of successful American dream for Willy:
to capture the opportunity, to conquer nature and to gain a fortune. His mantra says, Why, guys, when I was 17, I walked into the jungle, and when I was twenty-one, I went out. (He laughs.) And by God, I was rich. [5] Biff After seeing his father's true identity, Biff does not follow his father's dream because he knows that, as two analysts put it, Willy sees his future, but in a blind way. Which means he can
and can't see at the same time, since his way of seeing or visualizing the future is completely wrong. Charley and Bernard One thing that's evident from the salesman's death is the hard work and dedication of Charley and Bernard. Willy criticizes Charley and Bernard throughout the show, but that's not because he hates them. Instead, he is said to be envious of the successes they have enjoyed, which is
beyond his standards. [7] Models success provided in the play all claim against Willy's personality theory. One is Charley, Willy's neighbor and apparently the only friend. Charley doesn't have time for Willy's theories of business, but he's concerned with his family and he's in a position to offer Willy a job that does nothing to keep him bringing home his salary. [7] Reception This section relies to a large extent
or entirely on a single source. The relevant discussion can be found on the chat page. Please help improve this article by introducing quotes into additional sources. Find sources: Death of a salesman – news · newspaper · books · scientist · JSTOR (June 2015) In the United States Death of a Salesman first opened February 10, 1949, to great success. Play critic John Gassner wrote that the overjoyed
reception awarded to Death of a Salesman resonates for some time wherever there is an ear for theatre, and it's undoubtedly the best American play since The Streetcar called Desire. [8] In the United Kingdom, the play reached London on 28 July 1949. The answers in London were mixed, but mostly favorable. The Times criticized him, saying the strongest performance of New York's theatrical season
should be moved to London in the deadliest week of the year. However, the public understanding of the ideology of the play was different from that in America. Some people, like Eric Keown, think that The Salesman's death is a potential tragedy deflected off the right course by Marxist sympathies. [8] In Germany, the show was hailed as the most important and successful night at the Hebbel-Theater in
Berlin. It was said that it was impossible to find an audience to leave the theater [from whom?] at the end of the play. Berlin production was more successful than New York, probably because of a better interpretation. [8] In India compared to Tennessee Williams and Beckett, Arthur Miller and his Death of a Salesman were less influential. Rajinder Paul said that The Death of a Salesman has only an
indirect impact on Indian theatrical practicalations. [8] However, the Nandikar theatre group translated it and produced it in Bengali as 'Pheriwalar Mrityu'. Director Feroz Khan adapted the name Ramlal, played in Hindi and English, in Hindi and English, to the role of his son, portrayed by Kishore Kadam. [9] In China, the death of a salesman was welcomed in China. That's where Arthur Miller directed the
play himself. As Miller declared: It depends on the father and the mother and the children. That's what this is all about. The part about the salesman is what he does to stay alive. But he could be a peasant, he could be, whatever. Here, the play focuses on the family relationship. It's easier for the Chinese public to understand the father-son relationship because one thing about a play that's very Chinese is
the way Willy tries to make his sons successful. A Chinese father always wants his sons to be dragons. [11] The original Broadway production was produced by Kermit Bloomgarden and Walter The play opened at the Morosco Theatre on February 10, 1949, closing on 18 November 1950, after 742 performances. The show starred Lee J. Cobb as Willy Loman, Mildred Dunnock as Linda, Arthur Kennedy as
Biff, Howard Smith as Charley and Cameron Mitchell as Happy. Albert Dekker and Gene Lockhart later played Willy Loman during the original Broadway show. She won the Tony Award for Best Performance, Best Supporting Or Distinguished Actor (Arthur Kennedy), Best Stage Design (Jo Mielziner), Producer (Playwright), Author (Arthur Miller) and Director (Elia Kazan), as well as the Pulitzer Prize for
drama from 1949. Jayne Mansfield performed in a production of a play in Dallas, Texas, in October 1953. Her performance in the show attracted Paramount Pictures to hire her for a studio film production. [12] The play was revived four times on Broadway: June 26, 1975 at the Krug Theatre in the Square, running for 71 performances. George C. Scott played Willy. March 29, 1984 (1984-02-29) (1984)-0
Dustin Hoffman played Willy. In a throwback engagement, this production reopened on September 14, 1984, and ran for 88 performances. The production won the Tony Award for Best Revival and the Drama Table Award for Outstanding Revival. February 10, 1999, at the Eugene O'Neill Theater, competing for 274 plays, with Brian Dennehy as Willy. The production won the Tony Award for: Best Revival
of the Play; Best Actor in a Play; Best Actress in a Play (Elizabeth Franz); Best direction of the play (Robert Falls). This production was recorded. February 13, 2012, at the Ethel Barrymore Theater, for a limited period of 16 weeks. Directed by Mike Nichols, Philip Seymour Hoffman starred Willy, Andrew Garfield Biff, Linda Emond Linda, and Finn Wittrock Happy. [13] He was also part of the inaugural
season of the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis, Minnesota in 1963. Christopher Lloyd portrayed Willy Loman in a production of Weston Playhouse in Weston, Vermont, in 2010. [14] Antony Sher played Willy Loman in the first production of the Royal Shakespeare Company drama directed by Gregory Doran in Stratford-upon-Avon in the spring of 2015, with Harriet Walter as Linda Loman. This production
moved to London's West End, to the Noël Coward Theatre for ten weeks in the summer of 2015. This production was part of a celebration of the 100th anniversary of the playwright Arthur Miller. The play lasted until Saturday, January 4, 2020 at the Piccadilly Theatre in London, starring Sharon D. Clarke and Wendell Pierce. [16] Adjustments in other media This section needs additional verification
citations. Please improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. The unfinished material can be contested and removed. December 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) 1951: Adapted by Stanley Roberts and directed by László Benedek, Won a Golden Globe for Best Director. The film was nominated for an Oscar for Best Actor in a Leading Role (Fredric March), Best
Actor in a Supporting Role (Kevin McCarthy), Best Actress in a Supporting Role (Mildred Dunnock), Best Cinematography, Black and White and Best Music, Scoring a Dramatic or Comedic Picture. 1960: In the USSR, director Theodore Wolfovitch as You Can't Cross the Bridge. 1961: En Handelsresandes död starring Kolbjörn Knudsen and directed by Hans Abramson (in Swedish). 1968: Der Tod eines
Handlungsreisenden played by Heinz Rühmann and directed by Gerhard Klingenberg. 1966 (CBS) -- Starring Lee J. Cobb, Gene Wilder, Mildred Dunnock, James Farentino, Karen Steele and George Segal and directed by Alex Segal. 1966 (BBC): Starring Rod Steiger, Betsy Blair, Tony Bill, Brian Davies and Joss Ackland, and directed by Alan Cooke. 1979: En Handelsresandes död starring Carl-Gustav
Lindstedt and directed by Bo Widerberg (in Swedish). 1985: Starring Dustin Hoffman, Kate Reid, John Malkovich, Stephen Lang and Charles Durning, and directed by Volker Schlöndorff. 1996: Starring Warren Mitchell, Rosemary Harris, Iain Glen and Owen Teale, and directed by David Thacker. 2000: Starring Brian Dennehy, Elizabeth Franz, Ron Eldard, Ted Koch, Howard Witt and Richard Thompson,
and directed by Kirk Browning. 2008: Play inside the film in Synecdoche, New York, with Philip Seymour Hoffman in the lead role. 2015: The radio drama, starring David Suchet and Zoë Wanamaker, directed by Howard Davies, is broadcast on BBC Radio 3. [17] 2016: Play Inside the Movie in The Salesman (Forushande), acting as a counterpunkt of the main action. Starring Shahab Hosseini, Taraneh
Alidoosti, Babak Karimi, and directed by Asghar Farhadi. Awards and nominations The original Broadway production award Nominated result 1949 Tony Award for Best Performance Award Arthur Miller Won the Best Performing Design Award By Kermit Bloomgarden &amp; Walter Fried Award for Best Actor in a Motion Picture Arthur Kennedy Won the Award for Best Performing Arts By Jo Mielziner. and
Cameron Mitchell won a Pulitzer Prize. Produced Award of the Year Nominated Score 1976 Tony Award for Best Actor in a Play by George C. Scott nominated 1984 Broadway production The year nominated result 1984 Tony Awards Best Revival Won Drama Table Award Outstanding Revival Award won outstanding actor in a play Dustin Hoffman won outstanding actor in a play John Malkovich won the
David Huddleston award The Outer Critics Circle Award outstanding revival award outstanding debut performance by John Malkovich won the 1999 Broadway production year award nominee score 1999 Tony Award best revival performance award won outstanding performance by John Malkovich. Best Actor in a Play by Brian Dennehy Best Featured Actor in a Play Kevin Anderson nominated Howard Witt
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